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Twin Cities Regional Group Information
The Rumble Sheet is the official publication of the Twin
Cities Regional Group #46 (TCRG) of the Early Ford V-8
Club of America and is sent to all current members and
advertisers. TCRG is chartered by the Early Ford V-8
Club of America, and is a non-profit corporation in the
state of Minnesota, dedicated to the preservation of Ford
Motor Company vehicles and related historical materials
from the era of the flathead V-8 engines, including all
Fords, Mercurys and Lincolns so equipped from 1932
through 1953.
Club Address
P.O. Box 20236, Minneapolis, MN 55420

Meetings
Membership meetings of the TCRG are held at
7:30 p.m. on the first Wednesday of almost every
month at a site announced in the Rumble Sheet.
Change of time or site will also be announced in
the Rumble Sheet.
Membership
Membership dues for the TCRG are $20 per calendar year. Membership in the Early Ford V-8 Club
of America (the National Club) is a membership
requirement of the Twin Cities Regional Group.
Submitting Material
Please send all materials for publication to Bill
Gillies , 1736 Crystal Ave., Arden Hills, MN
55112 or E-mail wlgillies48@gmail.com. Rumble
Sheet material deadline is the 15th of the month. E
-mail body content (not attachment) is preferred.
Advertising
Classified ads are free to TCRG members, and
will run for three consecutive months. Display ads
(business card size) will run for 12 issues at a cost
of $30. Check under ad for last appearance.
Website
TCRG can be visited online at
www.tcrgv8club.org

Twin Cities Regional Group 2016 Board of Directors

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor
Membership
Past President
Sunshine Lady
Archives
Media Director
Webmaster
Current Board Members

Gordy Ditmanson
Stephen Seidl
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Roger Wothe
Bill Gillies
Joel Bergstrom
Dennis Carney
Cathy Tabako
Jerry Felton
Ron Long
Ted Cross
Gary Isaacson,
Mike Erickson,
Gary Rosenberger,,
Bruce Nelson
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651-646-8103
763-434-7848
612-722-4172
952-473-3038
651-633–1564
651-631-0091
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763-755-7535
952-873-6754
651-714-2740
320-267-8340
651-430-9009
320-396-2473
651-451-2937
651-482-8940

Support our Advertisers!

For Sale / Wanted
For Sale $3100 OBO 1941 Ford 2 door sedan has
Minnesota Title also there is a 1941 Ford 2 Door
Sedan donor car that goes with it this is a South Dakota car. $550 OBO 1952,53 Mercury Crank Shaft
this has been ground Mains 10 Rods 20 Please call
me at 612-709 -1711 if you have questions. or want
pictures . Tony Flores
For sale; 1948 Ford Super Deluxe 4-door sedan. 6
cyl. Presentable, drive and enjoy as is, or give a little TLC. Maroon color with newer incorrect interior.
Most trim very nice. Lakeville area.Call Rick at 612
-247-7696.
For Sale ‘35 Ford 2dr right side door
‘40 Ford rear backing plates drums & axle shafts
'42 - '48 Ford rear axle shafts
'40 Ford Instrument clusters
'53 Fordomatic trans.
Paul Dudek 952-929-6075
WANTED: old metal 2 D cell flash light,
Doesn’t have to work, not too beat up and no
magnet holder. ED
For sale & Free Tons of Car Magazines All kinds ,
Ed 651-633-1564
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Monthly Meeting Location

Notice of Annual Board Rotation

Come join in the fun and get ready to laugh!
It’s time to sign up for the November activity right
now!
At the request of many we are once again going to
the Plymouth Play House.
This time we will see “Rise Up Oh Men” adding a
new dimension to “Church Basement Ladies.”

Meeting Location: St Michael’s Lutheran Church,
1660 West County Road B, Roseville MN 5113.4073,
(651) 631-1510
Directions: From North or South: I-35W to Hwy 36,
east on Hwy 36, exit Snelling South, turn right at first
stop light (County Road B) look for church on left.
OR I-35E to Hwy 36, west on Hwy 36, exit Snelling
South, turn right at first stop light (County Road B)
look for church on left. Plenty of parking.
Program:
The speaker will be Steve Anderson who
will be talking about the various gasolines available
and his sense of their usage in new and classic
cars. He likes to educate people about them, is a car
guy, and would welcome any questions from the audience.

Each year three of the nine board positions are
open for election. As three members step down the
general membership of TCRG #46 is asked to put
their name into nomination and would remain on
the board for three years. Those club members
willing to serve on the board are asked to submit
their names to any current board member listed in
the Rumble Sheet by the membership meeting On
November 2, 2016. Retiring board members may
choose to run for re-election. Nominees will be
listed on the ballot in the December Rumble Sheet
and elected by December 31st.

V-8 Membership Meeting

September 6, 2016
To order: 7:35 PM by Pres. Gordy.
At: St. Michael's Lutheran Church
Pres. Gordy showed nice photos of his coupe in
front of Mount Rushmore.
Membership: Joel says we have 84 members.
Treasurer: Roger reports we’re still okay.
New Brighton: per Bruce we gained $644.90 from
the show.
R/S: we have a new webmaster and all old newsletters are archived and available.
Driving tour: Happening September 10, Denny
reviewed itinerary for the event.
October 5 meeting: Will feature a petroleum expert discussing new gasoline additives and their
effect on old cars.
Play: “Rise Up Oh Men” is scheduled for November 6. Details elsewhere in this issue.
Donation: a 8BA fan bracket was given to Pres.
Gordy to give away at this meeting.
After a short coffee break Rick Magnuson presented a slideshow on the Ford plant from the beginning in the 1920s, with an emphasis on the early
years. He also told about his years at the assembly
plant on Highland included his unique photos.
Respectfully, Bill B. secretary.

Rick Magnusson speaking
plant history

about the Ford
76 stress test
steps to the top
of the water
tower, for those
brave enough to
try. At least the
mosquitos
weren’t near as
bad. And the
view was spectacular!
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“Rise Up Oh Men” is a brand new show featuring
the men of the church and your favorite church
basement ladies
who serve them. As these hard-working farmers
discuss their scrap lumber piles and the benefits of
solder vs
weld, they unintentionally disrupt the order of the
kitchen. But that’s what happens when you let
roosters in
the hen house.
Sunday, November 6, 2016
2 pm
Tickets $32 and are limited.
Reservations and payment by October 10.
Payment can be made at the October TCRG meeting or by sending
your check by October 10 made out to Liz Blood
and mailing it to
3519 24th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406

TCRG Activities
Wednesday Oct. 5th Special guest Steve Anderson
who will talk about gasoline and ethanol issues especially but not limited to the old cars.

After the play, for those who choose, we will eat at
Green Mill which
is in the same building as the Playhouse.
When you make your payment, please indicate if
you plan to dine with the group so Green Mill
can prepare space.

Fall Tour - Oct 15th, 2016. Meet at the Machine Shed
Restaurant at 10 am located at 8515 Hudson Rd,
Lake Elmo, MN 55042. Fun for all!

November, Theater trip to Plymouth Playhouse to see
“ Rise Up Oh Men” See following column..

Questions?
Call Liz Blood at 612-722-4172

December Will more than likely be the usual sing and
eat as has been in the past for too many years to count.

Plymouth Playhouse
2705 Annapolis Lane
Plymouth, MN
55441
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Redwing Area Tour

From the President’s Workbench

I encountered a fellow the other day who
had a certain fordishness about him though we had
never met. Sure enough, he had flatheads, several of
them. Being a proselytizer for the TCRG, I asked if
he had ever heard of the local V-8 Club. Curiously
this innocent outreach unleashed a vituperative account of a specific confrontational disagreement over
a then-current labor issue which prompted his resignation from the group some thirty years before. In
the process of naming names, his view of the current
presidential candidates, the Governor of the State of
Minnesota, the Mayor of Saint Paul and city council
were all included in a visceral polemic that left little
doubt about his political leanings. All in about five
minutes. Interestingly, he also cited a list of names
from the club whom he still considered friends but
whose politics I happen to know could not be further
from his own, while his stated adversaries, I also
have reason to believe, may have had similar political perspectives.
What I took away from this chance meeting
was the reassuring realization that this kind of thing
doesn’t happen more often than it does. I know that I
referenced our homogeneity in a previous presidential encyclical, but in actual fact the membership of
the TCRG probably encompasses the full spectrum
of the “us-versus-them” duality that dominates the
news whether in politics, religion, or hot button social issues of the day. Yet, there seems to be a bond
of friendship that in some cases is known to reach
back fifty years or more. Even in those cases where
the use of the word “friend” might be a little bit of a
stretch, there is still an engaging camaraderie that
permeates our meetings and driving adventures. And
isn’t it comforting to know that we will almost certainly be going to cheerfully cancel out each other’s
votes this November?
Just one more thing, October is Stamp
month, so the Rumble Sheet this month will be
franked by a stamp issued to commemorate the repeal of the Stamp Act 250 years ago. A picture of the
philatelic item with full selvage is attached. At least
we have representative taxation!

On September 10th a convoy of twelve cars and 22
V-8ers set out under sunny skies on backroads south
of the Twin Cities. Dennis and Myrna had scouted
out and researched an activity-packed day and led the
way in their ’48 coupe. After wending through Farmington, Castle Rock, Hampton, and Miesville we
converged on scenic downtown Redwing.
Scattering among the myriad shops, bakeries,
and local attractions (e.g. the World’s Largest Boot)
the tourists then focused on the Aliveo Military Museum which housed an extensive collection of historic artifacts and exhibits showcasing the two hundred
year history of the American military service.
An intimate tour had been arranged for us at
the historic Sheldon Theater. Regaled with anecdotes
by a charming docent we were guided through this
opulent living relic of the gilded age. We explored its
most hidden secrets including the massive elevator
controlling the stage and the access to the Jordan
River running under the basement floor.
After a picnic lunch on the shores of the
Mississippi River at Bay Point Park we were treated
to a private tour of the Anderson Center, a sprawling
complex home to a community of artists in residence.
These few words could never do justice to the phenomenal breadth and dimensions of creative genius
coming together here. The story of its evolution is a
stirring one and represents the legacy of the prodigious giant of a man, Alexander P. Anderson, most
famous as the inventor of “puffed wheat.”
The tour continued through the picturesque villages of Welch and Vasa with stops at the
“Hobgoblin” harp factory and music emporium and
the Welch Trading Post Antiques specially opened
for our perusing and “picking” pleasure. As daylight
waned we repaired to The Celts Irish Pub in Farmington for fine dining before heading for home by
nightfall.
Thanks to Dennis and Myrna for a delightful and educational tour!
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Happy Birthday

2016 Geezer Breakfast Schedule
Geezer breakfast list For 2016

Restaurant
Location
City
Rating
1. Machine Shed
I94 & Radio Drive,
Woodbury
2. Country Kitchen
42nd Ave,
New Hope
3. Bakers Square
98th & Lyndale So
Bloomington
4. Original pancake House
Roseville
5. Currans
42nd & Nicollet
So. Mpls
6. Pippins
2905 N. Snelling,
Roseville
7. Louisiana Café
Selby & Dale
St,Paul
8. Woodbury Café
Valley Creek Road
Woodbury
9. Highland Café & Bakery
Ford Parkway
10.Key’s
Lexington & Larpendar Roseville
11.Orginal Pancake House
Roseville
12.IHOP
1935 Beam Ave
Maplewood
6.Cooling System. I am amazed at all of the different opinions about keeping flat heads cool. If overhauled they
(heads and block) should have been "boiled out" to get rid
of rust etc. During the 30's, 40's, and 50's Wards, Sears and
others made replacement radiators for Fords. Unfortunately they were not up to par. If you have a heating problem
and still have the original radiator, have it recored by a
competent merchant. Be sure the core is at least as thick
as the original for this is the part where replacements
fall short. I have had good luck with permanent antifreeze
to 1/2 distilled water and 155 degrees thermostats.

3.4
3.8
3.2
3.5
4.2
4.0
4.0
3.8
3.9
3.8
3.1

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Arranger
Gary I.
Steve S.
Gary W.
Bruce N.
Bill B.
Kent T.
Joel B.
Ron L.
Gordy D.
Glen K.
Gary R
Ron G.

October 1
October 3
(Dahlin)
October 10
October 12
October 16
October 16
October 19
October 31

Dennis Carney
Ellen Reeves

Donna Ditmanson
Dan Gordon
John Barnes
Charles Frick
David Gohl
Jim Rucci

Military Meuseum

Well there are a few ideas to think about. I am sure you
have experienced some of these as I did. I always felt
that the "problems" with the flat head really were the
challenge to make driving them worthwhile. I still do
Cliff Helling
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CLIFF NOTES

2. Steering. Often times the called for #90 oil in the
steering gear leaks down into the wiring, and even
beyond that onto the splash pan or the floor. If it is
on the floor it can't help lubricate your steering and
will wear out the worm gear causing excessive wheel
play. I have found about Y2 and 1/2 of STP and regular
grease doesn't leak and makes for good steering. It
may be harder to steer in the below zero weather but
of course few of us drive the old Fords in below zero
weather anyhow. (If you do and us #90 just get a bigger drip pan that you already use for the rear main
leak)
3.Lubrication. Like a fall oil change give the old girl a
grease job at the end of the driving season. Be very
careful not to give more than one pump in the fitting
for the rear wheel bearing on each side. Doing a lot
of brake work over the years shows a common problem for old Fords and a justification
for complaints about poor braking. When power
grease guns came into being (late 30's) it became
practice to hold the handle down until grease came
out around the joint. We all carried a "grease rag" in
our back pocket at my Dads filling station to clean up
that "extra" grease. Since the fitting on the rear wheel
goes right to the rear wheel bearing the "extra"
grease blew out the leather seal and effectively
"greased" the rear brakes. I have encountered this
many times. In effect a lot of old Fords were trying
to operate on two wheel4 (front) brakes alone. Be
careful not to over grease the rear wheels. Use a
hand operated gun. A similar caution goes for the
water pump. If it has an original or old fitting (with
no ball) you can pump and remove the gun after
each one and it will run back out. If you have a ball
type fitting you can over pressure the grease and it
will work its way into the cooling system. Only a
drop or two of oil in the front and back of the generator unless of course you have a sealed bearing
generator. Speaking of generators, your electrical sys-

Experience is still the best teacher
An insurance company (Farmers) has an ad I
like: The agent says, "We know a thing or two because we have seen a thing or two". The reason I
like it is because it gives weight to experience and
being an old guy I have a lot of that! Since this is the
Rumble Sheet I'm sure you aren't interested in
my experience with women, army life, interesting
jobs I have had, agriculture or anything else besides old Fords so: OK, heft a review of some
things I have experienced and found them to be
useful in the care and maintenance of flat head
Fords.
1. Use non detergent straight weight oil in the engine. I have seen a minimum of 'A dozen great running original flat heads ruined by a change to high
detergent oil. What it does is loosen all the old
carbon deposits around valves and bearings and
rings. It works as a kind of liquid sandpaper circulating through the engine. They start burning oil
and make a lot of noise. The original idea was that
overnight the dirt, and the products of combustion
would collect in the valve valley and the pan. I
have seen engine oil pans and valve valley with an
inch of sludge that will still run fine. If you change oil
in the fall after the driving season then you won't get
acid eating up the crankshaft. (It looks like worm
holes cut lengthwise when it occurs.) In my opinion
tolerances and design of flat heads were made for
the quality and characteristics of oil available at
the time. That would be non-detergent oil. Leave
detergent oil for modern cars with full flow filters.
If you overhaul an engine and want to use detergent oil, I would change it every 2-3 hundred
miles+
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tem will not work properly on the narrow lighter 12
volt cables sold at Auto stores. You need 6 volt cable
(about the size of your thumb) to carry enough juice to
turn the car over as well as keeping the battery
charged by the generator.
4. Carburetor. Take off your Carburetor fitting inlet
to check your needle valve. If it has a rubber tip, place
it between your thumb and forefinger and throw it
into a dense forest as hard as you can. Get an all metal
one and replace it. The changes in gasoline cause problems with rubber in the system whether it is in the
carburetor, in the line, in the tank or in the fuel pump.
Fuel pumps were a particular problem and caused a
lot of trouble before the right material was found.
Some electric pumps were also a part of this bad situation. Over time the camshaft lobe and the pushrod
for the fuel pump do wear and can cause failure. A
new pump and/or a new push rod usually solve this
problem. If you are on the road you can check the fuel
pump out-put by taking off the fitting at the carburetor and turning the car over. It should shoot a stream
across the engine at least. If the pump is not leaking
(broken diaphragm) you may be able to put a small
washer in the arm of the fuel pump that the pushrod
fits in. Sometimes this can also be fixed by welding a
small amount on the top of the pushrod to increase the
stroke. Be careful for if you put on too much it will tear
the diaphragm. To test a new diaphragm, pump or
pushrod remove the two nuts on the fuel pump
stand. Using the two bolts as a guide turn the car
over till the stand and pump are at their highest
point, perhaps 1/2 inch. With the output open, pump
the stand and pump up and down which will mimic the
action of the pump in use. It should shoot out a healthy
stream. An in line filter is a good idea and Stabil in the
tank when it is parked for the winter. Outside of dirt in
the pump or carburetor itself, once in a while the
float would develop a leak. It will flood and that is
easily checked and fixed providing the car didn't catch
fire from the extra gas. (My Woodie did catch fire you

may remember.)
5.Distributor, coil and condenser. Use a tested script
coil and condenser without fail. More problems occur with off brand items (like points) in this area
more than any other. The end cap of the distributor
(that matches the off center tab with the cam) has a
drain hole to get rid of cam bearing leaks. Run a wire
up and down and be sure it is open and be sure that
there is a hole in the bottom of the distributor housing to also let out oil. Some do not have it but all
should. When timing the distributor I set it about
2 degree advanced to account for wear or slop between
the tab and the cam. This seems to work out pretty
well. Flat heads seem to run better when they are
advanced somewhat. When the car is warmed up and
running turn each of the idle jets out (left) 1/2 turn.
This will probably give a rough idle. Turn one in 1/4
turn then the other 14 turn. Continue until the motor
runs smooth. When smooth, back it off 1/8 turn on
each. That should stop hesitation and work okay. If
the carburetor and distributor are okay (as good as
you can get them) and it is still not a smooth idle, of
course check for a vacuum leak. If there is not a leak
you can do a quick old fashioned compression check:
Pull out the plugs and stick your thumb in each hole
while someone turns it over. If it blows your thumb
out it still could be weak (a compression gauge will
confirm) but at least all the valves are working and it
should run okay. If it uses a lot of oil, you should check to
see if valve guides are worn. Run it up to 60 MPH in
high, let off the gas leaving it in gear until it is down
to 30 MPH or so then floor it. If a lot of blue smoke
comes out, the valves are sucking oil up and they are
worn. I really do not worry about a quart in every
500 to 600 miles especially using the hotter alky
gasoline. It may cool off the combustion chamber a
little. If it uses a little oil and plugs get fouled, try a
hotter plug.
(Continued on following page)
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